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Let V denote a variety of algebras in a awntable language. An algebra is said to be &,,#ee 
ifit is LR+quivaknt to a (V-) free algebra. If every &&ree algebra of cardinal@ ml is free, 
then for all inlinite cardUs K every &+&kee algebra of cardinal&y II: is free. Fur&w, assuming 
&able set-Woretic hypotheses, if there is a non-free &&ee algebra of cardinal@ q, 
then for a proper dass of cardin& x there are non-free L~,&ee algebras of cardina!ity K. The 
varieties in which the class of free algebras are definable by a sentence in L,*, are 
charackrized as the weak Schreier varieties in which every L,-Eree algebra of wdinality cu, is 
f&ee. A weak Schreier variety is one in which every L,lelementary substructure of a free 
algebra is f&e. In fact, assumiq suitable set-tbeortic hypotheses, for weak Scbreier varieties 
the class of fkee algebras is de&able in &+, iB it is definable in L,,, Varieties in uncountable 
hmgwges are aiso cszrsideaed. 

Suppose K is an infmite cardinal and V is a variety of algebras. An L,,&ee 
algebra is an algebra which is L,,--equivalent to a f&e algebra (in V). (Where 
there is no ambiguity we will omit saying Wree, etc.) We shall be primarily 
interested in showing results of the sort: if a non-free L,,Jree algebra of 
cardinality K exists, then a non-f&e L,n-free algebra of cardinal@ A exists. 
Perhaps our most satisfying result can be stated as a theorem in L. 

0.1. ‘Ilmmm. (V = L) Suppose V is a varietty in a counttpble language. The 
L,,-theory of the pee algebras on K generators iis categorical in K for some tegdar 
non-weakly wmpact cardinal iff for all regular non-weakly compact K, the 
L,,-theory of the jiee dgzbra on K generatom ig categorical in K. (A theory is 
za&gorical in K if it has exactly one model of cardinal@ K.) 
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The restriction to regular non-weakly-compact cardinals is necessary. For 
example, assuming (V =L), there is a nonfree L&ree abelian group of 
cardir&ty K i@ K is re@ar and not weakly compact (cf. [6]). Also some 
set-theoretic hypothesis is essential (for downward categoricity) since (for 
example) there is a non-free &-free group of cardinality a~~, but it is consistent 
that every *free group is free ( assuming the consistency of supercompact 

-) PI* 
We will also investigate when the V-free algebras are definable by a sentence in 

some We conjecture (module some set-theoretic hypotheses) that (for V in a 
countable Mguage) the V-tree algebras are definable In some L=, iff ?hey are 
Minabie in L,, Since the existence of a strongly compact cardinal K implies 
that every ~-free group is f&e (and hence being a free group is defmable in L,J, 
some set-theoretic hypotheses are necessary. We will often state theorems under 
the assumption (V = L), but the reader wi!l be able to discern what assumptions 

are actually used. Although we cannot prove our conjecture in general, we are 
able to prove it br some varieties.’ 

The theory of L-free algebras works most smoothly in Schreier varieties 
{ones in which every subalgebra of a free algebra is free). Unfortunateiy Schreier 
varieties are quite rare. Less rare are varieties where ‘most’ subalgebras of a free 
algebra are f&e. We consider one condition of this sort and show it has many of 
the same consequence as being Schreier. 

A variety V is a BE& S&e& variety if lwhenever F is a free algebra 
andA& --iF (“A is m L~,,-su~swu~~~wo~~~~~; A is free. 

We will show: 

mm . (V = L) Suppose V is Q weak Schreier variety in a counhzble 
me. The free algebras are ch@abk in L,,, iff the free algebras are d@nab& 
inL 

We also characterize the varieties in which the free algebras are definable 
in L,, 

Suppose V is a variety in a comtable language. The jkee algebras 
fl V is a weak Schreier variety and every L,,,-free algebra of 

car- ot &pee. 

Kueker [14] identified another class of well behaved varieties. Before defining 
his condition (S’) we 6x some notation. 

’ Recently &tIdh has proved the conjecture in general, using results from his “Classiication theory 
of non-elementary classm, I” (hael J. Math. 46 (1983) 212473). 
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DegnltIon. If A is an algebra and X G A then (X) is the subalgebra generated 
by X. For algebras A and B define A 1 B, if A and B are free and any free basis of 
A can be extended to a free basis of B. If A and B are free algebras, then A *B is 
the free algebra freely generated by the union of free bases of A and B. Finally 
say B has rank p ouer A, if A 1 B and a free basis of A can be extended to a free 
basis of B by adding fl elements. If p a IAl + &, we say B has rank 00 over A. 

It is worth remarking here that in a variety free products may not exist 
between’arbitrary elements of the variety. What must always exist are coprod- 
ucts. The coproducr of A and B is the algebra C together with maps i, j from A, B 
to C so that for all D and (V-) homomorphismsf, g from A and B to D there is a 
unique homomorphism h : C+ D satisfying hoi =f and h 0 j = g. The coproduct 
can be formed by considering the set of terms formed by using the elements of A 
and B as constants and letting 8 be the congruence generated by the laws of V 
and the equalities true of the terms in A and B. The maps i and j are just the 
identification of an element with the interpretation of the constant associated with 
it. A coproduct is called a pee product if each i and j is an embedding and 
i(A) n j(B) is the algebra generated by the constant symbols of the language of V. 
If the f&e product of A and B exists, it is denoted as A * B. (This general&s our 
notation above.) In fact, if A and B have the property that every finite subset is 
contained in a free subalgebra, then the free product of A and B exists. Let 8 be 
the congruence on the terms in A and B generated as above. Suppose al, a2 E A 
and cl1 8u2. Then there is a finite set of elements of A and B such that Ui @a2 is a 
consequence of identification amongst the terms in these elements. By our 
hypothesis on A and B, we can replace the finite sets with free subalgebras Fr and 
F2 and assume that al, Q~E F1. Since FI*& exists, ul =a2. So, i and j are 
embeddings. Similarly we can show that i(A) n j(B) is the free algebra generated 
by the constants. We will comment again on free products before Propositon 4.5. 

For A and B free algebras, A 1 B if there is a free algebra C so that A * C = B. 
Hence some free basis for A can be extended to a free basis for B iE any free 
basis of A can be extended to a free basis of B (i.e., A 1 B). 

Let (S-) denote the following condition: 
IfAcBcCandbothA(CandB)C,thenAIB. 

0.4. Theorem. Suppose V is a uarie;p in a countable language and V satisfies (S). 
(1) (V = L) The free algebras are d@nable in L,,, iff the free algebras are . 

definable in L,. 
(2) The free algebras are de@able in L,,, iff every L,o,-free algebra of 

cardinaliw ml is free. 

Section 1 of this paper contains preliminaries, mostly concerned with games 
and K-free algebras. In Section 2 we explore weak Schreier varieties. Section 3 is 



to downward categwicity results. From the existence of a non-free 
of cardi&Q r, we deduce the existence of a ‘construction 

we descrii how to construct L&ee algebras of cardinal@ A 
given the appqriate combinatorics and construction principle. In the important 
case iT=or, the existence of the construction principle is equivalent to the 

a non-free algebra of c&inality q. 
consider varieties in uncountable languages. We let #(V) equal &+ 

&e ~rdindinli of the lquqg of V. A more semantic n&ion could ‘be 

. One might be interested in cm&king the canbality of the free 
countably many generators. Although some additional care should be 

,thetheoryof~~algebnrsisthesameifwemakethisrevision.The 
may wish to ignore this generalixation and assume #(V) = m. 

Section 4 is concerned with upward categoric@ results. We consider varieties 
in a countable laquage where every L,-free algebra of cardinal@ ml is free. 
For such varieties we establish a criterion for A 1 B. Using this criterion we prove 

ms promised above. 
5 is devoted to a discussion of two algebraic examples: nilpotent 

. . 
van&es of groups, and varieties of modules. 

The~inthis~rwereobtainedinthefirsthalfofl~and~o~~ 
in [8]. (See also [7].) All but the fourth section is joint work of the authors. The 
fourth section is Mekler’s work. At much the same time Kueker [14] was studying 
varieties which satisfy S. He showed for those vtieties that an &-free 
non-free algebra of cawRnahty o1 exists iff an L,,,,$ree non-free algebra of 

o1 exists. Further, he showed that if every &,,&ee algebra of 
m1 is free, then every L, -free algebra of cardinal&y il is free for 

A G &@+I. 

Let E denote an Infinite cardinal. Further let 9=(A) denote {EXE A and 
lXj CR}. A g- of&q& c (an ordinal) OIL i&(A) is played as follows: Players I 
and II take turns choosing a sequence {Xa : a c p} of elements of 9K(A) where 
X~ischosenbyPlayerIifcuisevenandbyPlayerIIifruisodd. Wemustalsobe 
given a criterion for one of the players to win the game: i.e., a set of sequences of 
length ~1 such that Player II wins iffthe resulting sequence is in this set. A winning 
sbategy for Player II is a sequence of functions (s, : LY c p and Q odd} such that 
for all {& : a < p and Q! even) s !3$(A) the sequence whose cvth element is X, if 
dr is even and so({Xp :/I < (Y and /!I even}) if LY is odd, is a winning play for Player 
II. The definition of a winning strategy for Player I is similar. 

I. Recall a set C c_ SPA+(A) is closed and unbounded (a cub) if the union 
of sixe GA of elements of C is again au element of C, and for every 

)thereisYECsuchthatXsY. 
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1.1. ‘PBearern [13]. A set C s 9&(A) C~W&U a cub iff Player II has a w-g 

~hvltegy for the game of length o on 9$,,,(A) where PIrryer II winr iff the union of 
&e players’ choibes & an elemefit of C. 

note that the intersection of countably many cubs (of 9&(A)) 
:aEA}jSacollectionofcubs,thenVQ=(X:XEC,for 

all a E X) is a cub. As usual one can prove: 

Down Lemma. If S s 9?,,,(A) b statibnary (i.e., the complkment of S 
acub)ondf:S-+Aissuchthatf(~EXforaUXES,thenthete 
E S such t&at f /S’ is corrstant. @or more details see [13] or [ll].) 

Remark. The pressing down lemma implies a slight strengthening which we will 
use in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Namely, if S G 5$,,(A) is stationary and f :S-,A 
is stationary and f : S+ A is such that f (X) is a finite subset of X, then there is a 
stationary S’ 5 S such that f IS’ is constant. To see this we can apply the pressing 
down lemma directly to the set of finite subsets of A. Another way to prove this 
result is to Grst find a stationary & CS so that for some n and all X E& the 
cardinal@ of f(X) is n. Then apply the pressing down lemma n GIIES to get the 
desired set S’. 

E-m IL SuPpose NV) GK and A is an algebra. Define the K-Kuekm game 

on A to be the game of length K on px+(A) where Player II wins if the union of 
the choices is a free algebra. 

Detie A to be K-flee if either: (i) K = A+, where A is regular, and Player I does 
not have a winning strategy in the A-Kueker game on A; or (ii) K is not the 
successor of a regular cardinal, and for all regular A < K, Player I doc=s not have a 
winning strategy in the il_Kueker game on A. 

1.2. Theorem. For all A, if A A is Lm&ee. 

Proof. The case of a regular and uncountable follows from Lemma 3.1 of [9]. For 
il singular, see Theorem 1.4 below. For A = =o, Theorem 3.5 of [13] implies that A 
is L,,-frt=e iB A is w,-free iff there is a cub e4P,,(A) of free subalgebras of 
A. Cl 

Remark. There are many possible definitions of K-bree, which -for a non- 
schreier variety and K >?t, -may not be equivalent. We have chosen the 
weakest notion (we know) that makes 1.2 true. We do not know whether this 
definition is equivalent to the apparently stronger one in which we impose 
condition (ii) even in the case where K = a+ for a regular. (It is equivalent for 

K = &,+I (n E o) assuming a weak form of lJA for all A C K or GCH.) In Section 2 
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we shall prove that if V is a weak Schmier variety, then every L,--be algebra is 
~-free in a very strong sense (Theorem 2.5). 

rn 3 we will use the following result of Kueker. We include a proof for 
theconvenience of the reader. 

13. [14]. &ppme #(V)<K, A is L,mE-jke ad w[ = K. Then A = 
c)l(L&&uu?~~<r,A,,(Atond~]Cn= (Note:thechainA,(v<~)isnot 
w continuous.) 

piooc, Fiiweconsiderthecase~=~+. LetJL(A)={Y:playerIIhasawinning 
strategy in the &ength game on g,,+(A) where player II wins the play 
{&:n<cu} if for alI n, X,sX -+I ad Y ixzn+d X,+3)- La F b the fh 

on R generators. Note: YE &(A) iff for some B 1 F, (A, I’) soDIc(F, 8). So 
Jt(A) is L,,&efinable. Further G(F) is unbounded in g=(F) and 4irected by I. 
Since these properties are expressible in LK and AE=~F, q(A) is u&ounded in 
P!(A) and ~dkcted by 1. 

Suppose R is a limit card&i and p CA< K. Since both &(A) and &(A) are 
&+-de&table and J;(F) 2 SJF) (where F is a free algebra), S;(A) 2 S,(A). 0 

The proof above establishes: 

149 1231. Let F be a jke algeiwa and #(V)C K. An algebra A is 
~@@iwknt to F i#A is L,,+-eqtivaknt to Ffor all p C K. 

In this section we will assume all varieties are in a countable language. Before 
we comment on weak Schreier varieties in general, we will give a few examples of 
varieties which are weak Schreier but not Schreier. 

25. Upper semi-lo#ices. Here there is a single operation v. The free 
algebra F(G on a non-empty set X can be thought of as the algebra of 
non-empty fknite subsets of X where v is interpreted as U and the elements of X 
are identified with the singletons. If 1X( > 1, then F(X) has non-free subalgebras 
(e.g. {{0}, (0, l})), but any subalgebra which is downward closed is free. The 
free upper semi-lattices are axiomatized by a sentence of L,,,. 

2.2. Nilpotent Gmps. Suppose V is a variety of nilpotent groups 
containing all l abelian groups. Following [9] we say G s H is a pure subgroup if 
every system of equations involving G which is solvable in H is also solvable in G. 
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‘Il~eomn. If G is a pure subgroup of F, a V-,Fee group, then G is free. (Also, if V 
k a vatkty of nilpotent groups such that for some ptime p and natutal nunabei n, 
Vs~xP”= 1, then every pure subgroup of a V-pee group is pee.) 

Roof. See the pof of Theorem 5.5. Cl 

23. Example. Sedipozps. A subsemi_gnrup. G, of a free semigroup F need not 
be free. However, G is free if every equation of the form ux = v or xu = v (with 
u, v E G) which is solvable in F is also solvable in G [16, Proposition 2.21. 

2.4, Example. MO&&X Let R be a simple Art&n ring whxh is not a division 
ring, and let V be the variety of R-modules. There is a simple left ideal P and an 
integer d > 1 such that every M in V is isomorphic to P@) for some cardinal K; 
andMisfreeiffR:isinfiniteor~isamultipleofd[10].Thus,ifFisfreeandMis 
a submodule of F, M need not be free; but if M+,, F, then M is free. (lMo.re 
generally, R could be a left perfect ring such that R/J is simple: see Section 5.) 

2s. Tbewem. Let V be a weak Scht&t vatiety and K (Ilt uncountable succe~~ot 
catdid. If A is L,,-Eee, then abnost ail subalgebras of A of catdidity CK ate 
jke (i.e., thete is a cub of jkee algebras contained in PJA)). 

Fati. Suppose B is a cozu2tabfe sttuctute and sl is a countable fragment of L,,, 
which iricludes the cam&al Scott sentence pf B. Zf CsoDIu B and D xsl C, then 
D%,,,,C. 

Proof. (of the fact). This is clear from the definition of Scott sentences. (For 
more details on Scott sentences see [12]). 0 

Let & be a fragment containing the Scott sentences for all countable free 
algebras. So Y = {B s A : B + A and IBI < K} is a cub (in @JA)). Suppose 
B E Y. We will show B is free. Consider the following sequence B = &E CO G 
B,EC~==- where each B,, E Y and each Cn 1 Cn+I. (Theorem 1.3 guarantees the 
existenceofthe Cn’s.) Let C=UC,=UB,. Now CisfreeandC+A. Hence 
B xsl C and so B xma, C. As V is a weak Schreier variety, B is free. Cl 

2.6. Corollary. Suppose V is a weak Schteiet vatiety and K is uncountable. If A is 
L,,&iee, then A is K-pee. 

Question. Does 2.5 hold for all varieties V? 

2.7. Gm~&uy. Assume V is a weak Schteiet vatiety and K is an uncountable 
successojr cardinal. If A is L,oK-fiee and IAl = K, then A = UvcA A, where: A,, s A, 
if Y < p; each A, is free; and AA = (JVeA A,, for all limit otdiruals A. 
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rlssumcVisa~s~rva~~.IfAisL~~-~andR:is 
bolnpod or singular, then A is K+-@?e. mote: since K is a limit 

cardit& we could quaBy well assume A is ~-free.) 

Let d be a fragment as above. Almost all elements of PS+(A) are 
ntary substructures of A. Assume [B~=K and B+A. If C+B and 

]c] < K, &eu c<d A a& hence frw. Ken= E is K-free, If x g &g&r &&en, bj 

S&h’s !#ingu& compactness theorem ([23] or [9]), B is free. If K is weakly 
compact then, by n&indescribability [ll; 0 321, B is fm. 0 

Assume V is a weak schreier variety. If K is weakly compact and A is 
St-free, then is A &+-fM?? (Th& is true for abelian groups [IT].) 

In this section we will construct non-f&e L&ree algebras of cardkality A 
given a non-free &-free algebra of cardinal@ K <A. we will need a 
set-theoretic prin rple which is (probably) not a consequence of ZFC. 

. l[Rt K be a regular uncountable cardinal. Define E(K) t0 be the 
assertion: 

There is a stationary set ELK such that for all limit OCK,E~O is not 
stationary in 0 and for each (Y E E, cf(a) = m. 

Let E+(K) denote: 
For all regular cardinals p < K there is a stationary set E 5 K such that for all 

limita<sr,Enaisnotstationaryiaaandforeachcu~E,cf(cu)=Cc. 

(1) E(ol) is true. 
(2) If (V = L), then for every regular not weakly compact cardinal K, E+(K) 

holds [2]. 
(3) If 0, ho&, then E+(K+) holds (cf. [19]). A consequence of (3) is that: the 

existence of a A such that E(K) fails for all K > A has at least the consistency 
strength of many measurables. 

3.1. . Suppose K > #(V) and there is a non-free L,,--pee algebra A of 
~&a&y K. a&en there are free algebras H, & L on fewer than K generatom so 
that H c_ K c_ L, H # L and L has rank 00 over K. Moreover, for some regular 
cmdinat p, H = &p Hi (W&UUDW) SO that for each i, Hi IHi+lf L. (Here 
Ui<~HiiSw~~ifH;-~HifOriCj~difiisalimitO~alH~=Uj<iH~) 

BY [231 (cf. PI)9 K is regular and uncountable. By Theorem 1.3 we can 
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choose an increasing sequence {Aw+l: Y < K} such that: 

0 f i or all Y, !AVtr] CK; 
(ii) if v c r, A,+1 1 &+I; 

(iii) Av+* has rank 00 over A,+l; and 
(iv) A = LL&+I~ 

Define for A.< K, AA = iJ,,<AA,,+l. SinceAisnotfree,{v:visalimitordinaland 
for some limit ordinal t > v, A,, #At} is not empty. Let z be the least limit 

-ordinal such that for some limit ordinal Y C r, A,, #A,. Take Y the ieast such 
ordinal. 

tziaim. cf(7) = 0. 

Pmof (of claim). Suppose not. Write A, = Ui<pAai (continuous) where each ai 
is a limit ordinal and &= v. By the hypothesis on z, A, 1 A,,,. Hence A,, 1 A,, a 
contradiction. El 

Note that since cf(r) = o, A, is free and A,+r 1 A, for all o < z. 
I& p = cf(v). By the choice of z and v we can choose Vi (i <y) so that 

A,, = &,A, (continuous) and for all i < cc, A, IA,+,I A,. Then clearly A,, is 
free. Let H=A,, K=A,+l and L=A,. Cl 

3.2. 'I'lmrem. (1) Assume #(V) = o, K 2 ml, and E(K). If there is an LEml-free 
algebra of cdinality o1 which is not free, then there are 2” pairwise non- 
~omorphk L,-fpee algebras of car&na&y K. 

(2) Assume #(V) < K S A and E+(h). If there is an LmK-j?ee algebra of 
cardinal@ K which is not free, then there are ZA pairwise nomikonwrphic Lm&ee 
al,,ebrus of cardinality A. 

Proof. The proof is similar to abelian group construction (cf. [S] or [6]). We will 
only sketch a proof of (1). Suppose H G K s L and {H,, :n E o} are countable 
&e algebras as in the lemma above. Assume E s K is a stationary set witnessing 
E(K) holds. We will define a continuous sequence of free algebras {Ay : Y <I} 

each of cardiiality CK such that if v C z and Y $ E, then A,, I A,; and if Y E E, 
then A, +A,+, and there is G such that A,, s G GA,,+~ and A,+1 is of rank 00 
over G. The construction proceeds by induction. 

Let A0 be a countably generated free algebra. If A,, has been defined and 
v $ E, define A,+1 by adding countably many new elements to a free basis of A,,. 
If a is a limit ordinal, then A, = UYCQAY. Since E n a is not stationary in a, A, 
is free. 

Now assume Y E E. Choose an increasing sequence v,, of successor ordinals SO 

that Y = \ Jnccu IV,. If we take some free algebra F = jFnCa, & where the F, are free 
on the appropriate number of generators, then we can choose A,+1 2 A, and an 
isomorphism q: L* F+A,+l so that @(E?,, ***,,, I;;) =A,,,,. Let G = #‘(K * 
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properties except 
Then we choose a countable 

/L’andtherankofL’over#is 
LandL’whicUixesKand 

H+L,a~adiaion.SimilarSywecanshow:ifv<randv~E, 
t. Write A,+l=G*L, and 

A,!G*K. (L, K 
is an isomorphism of 

G+K with G*L which 6xes G and hence A,,. Hence, A, 1 G*L=A,+* Since 
~isaamt&iction,~mJlv<r,A,,~A,. SoifweletA=U,,,A,, then14is 
lMBtffWNI&disLQ3&%2. 

Fmtfier,ifAlandA28te~oonstructedasabovellrinesetsElandEz 
symmetric difhme is stationary, then Al and AZ are not isomorphic (cf. 

PI)- 0 

4. 

In this sectia we wiIl assume #(V) = 0. Corollary 3.3 above can be viewed as 
giving the equivalence of the non-existence of an L,$ee algebra of cardinal@ 
ml with a criterion for splitting. For convenience we will restate Corollary 3.3. 

We need a criterion for algebras of arbitrary cardinality. If A is a set, by ‘%a 
XE A” we mean “for a csb contained in 9&(A)“. 

43. Suppose #(V) = o ami all LM,-@e algebras of umiinalify w1 are 
@e. Suppose H s K s L are free algebras where L is of rank 00 over K ami 
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Roof. If H is countable, then aaXsL(HrX). Since L is free, aaXs 
L (X 1 L). So, if H is countable, then H 1 L. We can assume H is uncountable. Fix 
a basis 4 for H and let {Ui :i C A} be an enumeration of L, where A is a cardinal. 
We will extend 6 to a basis of L in stages. We will define by induction on i <A, 
subsets 4, Hi of L, and a cub CI G 9?,,,(L) satisfying: 

(1) ifi<jCA,I;;#, and lr;;\hlcA; 
(2) Hi is a free algebra with basis i;;; 
(3) fOMllXEC#, AI IU#I ““U’Xand_XnH,=(Xnq). 
To begin, let &= H. It follows easily from (t) that we can find a cub Co 

s-m43 @)* 
Now suppose 4, Hi, C’ have been defined for all j s i. Let Ci+l = {X E Cr :o~ E 

X);clearlyC~+iisacub.ForeachX~C~+~, shceXRHtIX, wecanchoosea 
basis Gx such that X = (X n HJ * (Gay). Select a finite= subset Bx of Gx so that 
q E ((X n 4) U Bx). By the Pressiig-Down-Lemma (Section l), there is a 
stationary subset Ss Cf+l and a finite set Bs SO that for X E S, Bx= Bi. Let 

F i+l= I$ U Bi and let Hi+1 = (f;;,,); because of the choice of S, J$+l is a free basis 
of Hr+la 

We must verify that (3) holds for some cub C’+l* We will make use of Theorem 
1.1. Fii bases Go and Ga so that L= (Go) * (Ga), Hi+1 C_ (Go) and IGIl= O. 
(Such a choice is possible since l&+&l <A.) By intersecting S with a cub we can 
alsoassumethatforallX&: 

(4) X= (XnGo)*(Gl), and (5) (Xn&+,)=XhHi+I. 
Now we need to describe a winning strategy for player II in the game of length 

o on 9&(L), where II wins if Y, the union of the choices, is such that 
YfTHi,-,,IYadYnHi+l= (Y n &+1). In fact, II’s strategy is to pick a chain of 
elements of S. To see that this works, suppose Y = UnEcu X, where each X, E S. 
Then JL n Hz+1 I&+1 n &+I1 &+I# ShCe X, n &+I =((XJIlQUBJ. 
Moreover Xm I Xn+l by (4), so Xn n Hi+1 1 Y; and Y is of rank 08 over 
(YnGo)gn~+,. Therefore by Lemma 4.1, Y n &+1 I Y. 

It remains to construct 4, Hi, Cl when i is a limit ordinal and 4, Hi, Cj have 
already been defined for all jci. Let 8=&F,, and Hi=(&). Let Ci be a 
subcub of 

(this is a diagonal intersection) such that for X E Ci :X n Hi = (X n I;r-) and there 
isaKsothatXnH,rKsXandXisofrank-overK. (Wecanarrangethelast 
condition using Go and G1 as above.) We daim that Ci, Hi and I;; satisfy (3). Let 
XEC~. Let jsi be minimal SO that XfTH+XntE,. Ifj is a successor ordinal, 
then by the definition of Ci, X E Cja In this case (3) holds. Otherwise, we GUI 

choose a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals j,, approaching j so that for all 
LEO, Xn(Hjm+,\Hjm)#~, XEC~~+,, and Xnl$=UnE,XnFj,,+l- Let Xn= 
tXn 15;,+1) =XnHjm+i* Then Xn 1 X since XE Cj”,,. Hence by Lemma 4.1, 
XnHipc cl 
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This theorem is a consequence of the following lemma and Theorem 1.3. 
the proof of Theorem 1.3 shows that the algebras A, can 

It suflkes to prove that for dl VCR, A, IA,+l. Suppose that we have 

this for all Y c r. Then A, is free; so by Lemma 4.2 it sulkes to show that 
aaXc,A,+l(XnA, IX). We shall use Theorem 1.1. By hypothesis A,+l= 
K*K’*K”whereA,~K,andK’isfreeofrank&,.LetFbeabasisofK.Let 
QD: o- a x 01) be a surjection such that for all n, each coordinate of q(n) is at 
most n. Player II’s winning strategy is as follows. As well as choosing Xn (n odd), 
II will choose a 6nitely generated HP, 1 A,. 3 player I has &mm .X"+ II fixes an 

enumeration {G _&&rn E a} of &_I nA, and chooses a finitely generated HA 
such that (I g(,,-a) E Hk and Hi IHkI A, for all odd i Cn - 1. Next II plays 
&2~QXjlJIHI, So that Xn= iXn n F) *K’. Then II fixes an enumeration 
{q, :ur E o} of Xn n A, and chooses a finitely generated H, such that ascn) E H, 
and Hi l&l A,. Naw consider X= 1 JmQcrXm and H = Urn&&. We want to 
apply Lemma 4.1 to conclude that XnA, IX Note that XnA,s (Xn F), 
X=(XnF)*K’, XnA,-U,H, and H,]H,,,. So it &ices to show that 
H, I X for all (odd) n. Now A, <ocuAr+l by hypothesis, and X+,,A,+l since 
X 1 A,+1 and is infinitely generated. IIence H<,X, and so H, I X since H, is 
linitelygenerated. Cl 

The lemma above can be used to get more information about L&&e algebras 
(in varieties s&fying the hypotheses of the lemma). Before stating our theorems 
we need a proposition about free products. 

In any variety V, for any family Ai (i E I), the free composition or coproduct 
A = UAi (i E I) is defined. Such an A IS the free pro&t of the Ai’s 8 the Ai’S are 
subalgebras of A (under the canonical mapping) and for i #j, Ai f7Aj is the 
subalgebra of A generated by the CcIIIsfants (see [4]). We write A = *ielAi, 
A = A * B ad A = B@) to denote, respectively, the free product of the Ai’s, the 
free product of A and B and the free product of K copies of B. If C = A * B, we 
say A is a free fator of C. Although free products need not exist, they are well 
behaved for &free algebras. 
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4.5. Fmpodtbn. Suppme A, B and Cd (i E I) are L,,-free algebras. Xhen A *B 
and &Ai exist. Further if A = U A, (conthuolcs), B = U & (continuous) where 
each A,, (By) is an L,--elementary substructure of A (B), then A *B = U (A,, *B,,) 
(co?ltinuous). 0 

4.6. TBeorenn. Suppose #(V) = o. Every L,,-jkee algebra of cardinality o1 is 
jke i# whenever A is L,--equivalent to a j’kee factor of a free algebra, A is a fkee 
f-or of a free dgebra. In particuhu, if every LW,-fie algebra of car&a&y ml is 
Fee4ndAisL~-~e,drenbodhA*FMdA~u~aare~ee,~~reK=IAlMdFis 
fke of rank R: 

Pmof. First note: if A is a free factor of a free algebra, then A * F is free where F 
is free of rank IAl+&,. (To see this assume A*B=F where F is free; then 
A * a;;“, = A * (B *A)‘“’ = (A * B)‘“P’ 1: F’“).) 

Suppose there is a non-free Lwl -free algebra of cardinal@ ol. Let A be the 
algebra constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.2(l) in the case where K = ml and 
considerB=A*F, whereFisfreeofrankq. LetX={x,,:v<o,}beafree 
basis for F and let F,=(x~:cu<v). Set &=A,*& Then B=U,,,,,& and 
{B,,: v< ml} satides the conditions demanded of the {Ay : v < ol} in the first 
paragraph of the proof or” Theorem 3.2(l). Just as in the proof of Theorem 3.2(l), 
it follows that B is not free. So A is not a free factor of a free algebra; however A 
is L--equivalent to a (free factor of a) free algebra. 

Assume now that every LWl -free algebra of cardinality o1 is free. We tirst 
show that if A is L,,-free and F is free of rank IAI, then A *F is free. The proof 
is by induction on IAI. Let K = IAI. Assume that if B is Lopm-free and [Bl <K, then 

B *F is free where F is free of ra& IBI. (We WI assume A ti uncountable; 
otherwise A is f&e.) Write A =UyCIc A,, (conGmous) where A,-&,,A and 
IA,,)<Kforahv. Alsowrite F=U ,,(= Fv (continuous) where each Ft is free of 
rank K and each Fy+1 is free of rank 00 over F,. So A*F=lJAy*Fy 
(continuous). By the induction hypothesis each A,,*B,, is free. We can apply 
Lemma 4.4 to show A *F is free. (Similarly we can show AtK) is free.) 

Next assume A is Lm,a-e@valent to a free factor B of a free algebra. So A *F is 
L,,-equivalent to B*F which is free for some free algebra F. As A*F is 
Lam-free, A *F is a free factor of a free algebra. Hence A is a free factor of a free 
algebra. Cl 

For any variety V, if A is uncountable and L,,-free, then A <,A *F (where F 
is free). So % V is a weak Schreier variety, A is L,,-free, and A *F is free for 
some free algebra, then A is free. Hence we have: 

4.7. Theorem. Suppose #(V) = o, every Loco,-free algebra of cardinality o1 is 
free and V is a weak Schreier variety. Then every L,,-pee algebra is free. 
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Sup- #(V) = at. 27ie cks of jke algebras is d$nabk in L,,, 
Wmier va&y ad every LW,-jke algebra of tzdkaUy ml is 

pqer chss of cardinals K, #(V) = @D, 

the cib of jke dgebms is ttqinabk in 

By Theorems 3.2 and 4.8. 0 

We can ako prove strong results about varieties which satis@ (S-). 

Assume #(V) = o and V azti$es (S’). The class of jkee algebras 
stmence of LWm @ all L,-Fee algebras are jke iff every 

We wiII only deal with the non-trivial implications. Assume every 
&-free algebra of card&&y o1 is free. Using (S’) we can simphfy Ikmma 4.1 
to deduce: 

(*) If HE L are countable f&e algebras and H = U HA with HA I&+J L, then 
HJL. 

Using (*) we can modify the ixoof of Lemma 4.2 and deduce: 
SupposeHcLaredree~gebtassucbthataaX~L(XnH)X).ThenHlL. 
Fm we can prove by induction on cardinals, as in Lemma 4.4, that if 

A -F (where P is free) then A 1 F. Hence V is weak Schreier and we are done 
by Theorem 4.8. 0 

&IL Assume E(K) for c1 proper &ass of carti K. If #(V) = o and 
V sat&&s (&he c&ass of jkee algebras is de#nablk in L,, iff it is de&u& in 
L 0 apl-- z 

432. Assume E(K) ho& for Q proper class of cardinadk K, #(If) = m 

and V sat&j&s is-). Eke is a K such that every K-free algebra is free it every 
ml-free algebra is pee. 

This corollary is an immediate consequence of Corollaries 2.5 and 4.11 
and the fact that A is u&e iff A is L,,-free (cf. proof of 1.2). Cl 

One might wonder if the o1 in the Corolhuy 4.12 above can be improved to o. 
It’s not clear how to define o-free algebras outside of Schreier varieties. If V is a 
Schreieti variety deke A 10 be o-free, if every finitely generated subalgebra of A 
is free. 
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4.l3. ExampIe. There is a Schteier vat&y V sati#ng (S’) such that every 
cu@ee algebra is free but thete is a non-free m-f&+ algebra. 

prod. Let V be the variety with a single unary function s and no laws. So in a 
free algebra s acts as a successor function. The free algebra on K generators 
consists of K disjoint copies of (0, s) (where s is the successor function) and the 
generators are the elements without predecessors. 

V is clearly a Schreier variety. Further, if A E B, then A 1 B if B is free and 
every element which is a successor in B is a successor in A. So V satisfi~ (S’). It 
is easy to see the free algebras are definable in L,,, Finally (Z, s) (s the 
successor operation) is an o-free algebra which is not free. 0 

In the next section we will discuss in detail when the class of free algebras is 
definable in L,,, for varieties of nilpotent groups and moduies. But we will first 
discuss a simple example. 

4.14. ExampIe. There is a vatiety in which every LW,--e algebra of catdinality 
ml is free but for every K there is a non-free L,,--pee algebra. 

Roof. Let V be the variety of abeiian groups of exponent 6 (i.e., satis@ing the 
law 6x = 0). Any member of this variety has the form Cg) @ Cia) where C2 (Q 
denotes the cyclic group of order 2 (3). Such a group is f&e iff p = A. Such a 
group is LmK-free if p = A or cc, k 3 K. So for all K, CgK) @ Cp+) is L,--free but not 
free. Cl 

5. Algebraic exampIes 

We Grst review some results about groups. 

5.1. Theorem, (1) There is an Lo,lm,-fiee group A of catdinality o1 such that A/A’ 
is not free abeiian. 

(2) Suppose V is the variety of abelian groups of exponent n. Any L~U,-fiee 
algebra of catdi.nality ml is jkee. Further the flee algebras ate d@nabk in L,,, iff n 
is a ptime power. If n is not (1 prime power, then for all K there is a non-free 
L,,--pee algebra (of catdinality K+). 

Proof. For (1) see [17]; for (2) see Example 4.14. 0 

5.2. Co~Gary [21]. If V is a variety of groups which contains H, then there is an 
L,,,-free non-ftee algebra of cardina& (q. 

8. Let A be as in Theorem X(1). Let K be the verbal subgroup of A 
determined by the laws of V (i.e., if w(q, . . . , x,) = e is a law of V, then for all 
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al, . . . . GEA, w(ul,..c, 4,) EQ. Since K is an Lamdefmable r~orxnal sub- 
groupofA,A/KisanLq- V-free group. Since (A/K)I(AfK)‘=A/A’ which is 
not fkee &&an, A/K is not V-free, Cl 

In hct, an even stronger result than 5.2 is true, which links closely any variety 
ofgroupscontaining with the variety, Ab, of abelian groups. In [24] it is shown 
that if there is a Mkee non&e abelian group of cardinality 1, then there is an 
b-free group A gf cardinal@ A such that A/A’ is not fkee abelian. It follows, as 
in the proof of Corollary 5.2, that if Vis a variety of groups which contains H, and 
there is a A-f&e abelian group of cardhlity )c which is not free, then thke is ‘an 
L-W&e group of cardinality A which is not free. 

We can obtain more information about nilpotent varieties. First, we will state 
twofhctsweneed. 

Suppose V is a variety of nilpotent groups. Call A E V w-jke if every 
finite s&t of A is emtied in a (V-) free subgroup. 

5.3. . (1) [20,31.25] If H k a ni@otent group and K is a subgroup of 
HszuWhatIYH’=H,thenK=H. 

(2) [20, 42.311 Let V be a uariety of nilpotent groups. rf X is a subset of F (a 
V-jke gmup) t#iat&d’y (in V n Ab) gem a direct summand of F/F’, then X 
Judy genemtes a subgroup of F. 0 

suppoSe V is a variety of nilpotent groups and A is w-free. If X 
, then Xgenerates A. Cl 

The following improves Theorem 13 (Part II) of [21]. 

5.5. Tbman. suppose V is a variety of nilpotent groups and A is w-free. For aN 
K, Q A/A’ is L,,-(V n Ab)-Me, then A is L,--pee. In pattkular, if A/A’ is 
(V n Ab)-Fee, then A is pee. 

For any variety V and cardiual K an agebra A is L,free ifE Player II has 
a winning strategy in the game of length o on 5QA) where II wins if for all odd 
n, Xn-l c_ (Xn) 1 (Xm+*). So for Player II’s winuiug strategy iu the game for A/A’ 
to carry over to A, it sufikes to show if X freely generates a pure (V n Ab)-free 
subgroup of A/A’, then X freely generates a V-free subgroup of A. One can 
mume X is fhite. But since A is w-free X is contaiued in a V-free subgroup, B, 
of A. Since X is finite and generates a pure subgroup of B/B’, X generates a 
direct summand of BIB’. Hence by 5.3(2), X freely generates a V-free group. 0 

5.6. . Suppose V ;i$ a variety of nilpotent groups. Then V 2 Ab iff there is 
an LD,-F ee non-free algebra of cardinality ml. Suppose V n Ab is the class of 
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abelian grozps of exponent n. If n is a prime power, then every LooW-fhee algebra is 
fme. If n is not a prim power, then for every K there is a non=@ L,; *’ :e algebra 
Of 4X&ina& K+. 

Proof. All but the last assertion have been proved. Suppose n =p”k where 
(p, k) = 1. kt F be a v-f&e &OUp Of cardinality K+. ChOOS {&:i < K+}, 

{y& < K+} so that F/F’ = @ (qF’) @ @ (J;F’), where for all i: (x,F’)’ = 0 = 
(j+F’)PI. Let A be the subgroup of F generated by (xi : i C K+} U bi: i < K}. Now 
A/A’ is clearly L,,-(V n Ab)-free, but not (V n Ab)-free, so the result follows 
from Theorem 5.5. 0 

Now we turn our attention to modules. Let R be a fixed countable ring and let 
V be the vtiety of all left R-modules. Note first that our results apply to any 
variety of modules since if U is a subvariety of V and F is the U-he module on 
one generator, x, then if I={r~R:~=O}=~{An.n(M):M~V}, then f is a 
two-sided ideal in R, and U is isomorphic to the variety of all left R/hnoduies. 

5.7. Theorem. Every LoD,u,-fiee module of cardinal@ ml is flee if only if is 
a k# perfect ring. 

Proof@ See [1] (or [22]) for the definition of left perfect. 
(e) I&t M be an L,POl -free module of cardinality ol. Then M is projective by 

Proposition 9(a) of [22]. Moreover, there is a tite family {fi, . . . , P,) of 
projective indecomposable modules such that each projective R-module is 
uniquely a direct sum of the & (See Theorem 1 of [22]; see also [18]). If 
M = @=I Pp then, using the uniqueness of the decomposition as well as the 
assumption that 1M is L~l-equivalent to a free module and of cardinal&y ol, we 
can easily show that each Ki = ml. Hence M is free. 

(3) By Theorem P, p. 467 of [l], it suffices to prove that for any sequence 
{ai: i E w} of elements of R there is an n such that for m > n, aoal l . l a,R = 
40Ql l l l a,R. As in the proof of Lemma 1.1 of [1], let F be the free module on 
{&:n E O} and let G, E F be the free submodule with basis (xi-asi+l:iSn}. 
Let G = Unccu G,. Then, as [l] observes, G, 1 F for all F, so by hypothesii and 
Lemma 4.1 (with H = G, K = F, L = F @ R@)), we have that F/G is piojective 
(since H 1 L, so (F/G) @ R @) is free). But then by Lemma 1.3 of [1], the chain 

1 a0 9 l l a,,,R :m E o} terminates. 0 

Cm~Wuy 5.8. Let V be a variety of modules such that every L,,J%ee module of 
cardinality tul is free. Then the class of flee module is definable in L- if and only 
if it is definable in La,. 

Proof. By Theorem 5.7, R is left perfect. If R/J is simple (where J is the 
Jacobson radical of R), then by Proposition 9(b) of [22], the class of free modules 
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is definable in L-. If R/J is not simple, then the family {P,, . . . , Pn} of (pakise 
non-komorphic) projective indecomposable modules has more than one member. 
Foranycardix&~~& 

plL+)@p$=)@...$P(r) n 

but not fkee. (Note that V is not weak Schreier in this case.) 0 

We thus obtain Theorem 0.2 for all varieties, V, of modules. It should 
that by Example 4.14 there are varieties of modules, V, such that every 
moduleofcar&&tycu1isfkeebutVisnotweakSchreier.Infact,ifR 

is Ieft perfect, V is weak !Sclueier iE R/J is simple. 

As a by-product of our analysk we can answer a question left open in [22, p. 
give the proof only for countable R, but it clearly works, d 

arbitrary R). 

53. If the ckus of projective R-modules or the chss of jke R-nwduks 
kwb$mbkin&,drenRisleft~ect. 

left perf&ct. Then by Theorem 5.7 there is an 
o1 which is not free. Hence by Theorem 4.6 there 

isamoduleAwhichisL,-kebutwhichisnotadirects ummandofafree 
module, i.e., A is not projective. Cl 
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